**TIP OF THE WEEK**

**MODEL** .......................... HM300-5 & HM400-5  
**FEATURE** .................................. Payload Meter  
**STD / OPT** .................................. Standard  
**SUGGESTED SETTING** ........................ N/A

Keeping track of daily production is as simple as resetting your car’s trip odometer.

The PLM system on the HM300-5 and HM400-5 dump trucks is an easy-to-use tool to help operators and fleet managers keep track of production. The system features an accumulated payload and dump-count display that can be accessed on the machine monitor. The counter can be reset at the beginning of each shift, week, month, etc.

More detailed production data can be accessed via KOMTRAX® or by downloading data directly to a PC from the onboard PLM connector.

For additional information, please consult the Product Bulletin, Operator’s Manual or Shop Manual. Photos may include optional equipment.